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  Release 3.1.18 
 
  CHANGES FOR CLUBS 
 

This document describes the latest changes that are relevant for clubs (there are other things for 
players and tournament organisers too – see separate documents in those sections). 

1. Player searches now also show Home Club 
Now more players are registered with My ABF we have had situations where there are multiple players 
with the same name.  This can be relevant for a club if they are needing to enter a bridge credit 
transaction for a player via the Transact option in the Finance area: 

 

 

Searches for players here now display the Home Club of the player as well as the ABF number – this 
should make it easier to ensure you are selecting the right person. 

 

Note that you may need to extend the search criteria a little to get this to appear in full.  If you just type 
the first few letters of a name the number of possible matches may be quite large and in that case the 
system does not display all the Home Club information (it currently needs to go to the ABF masterpoint 
centre to identify the home club).  As you type more of the name to narrow down who you are looking 
for, the home club of matching players should then display. 
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2. Club listing in My ABF 
There are currently 4 types of organisation that can exist in My ABF: 

 National body 
 State bodies 
 Clubs 
 “Other” 

Other is used to represent artificial organisations set up purely to run a particular event.  Most of the 
national licenced Gold point events are set up this way. 

Previously the list displayed in My ABF only showed clubs.   This has now been changed to include active 
organisations of all 4 types.  Further changes to the format of this listing will be made as the 
masterpoint centre functions are migrated to My ABF. 

 

3. Further improvements to bridge credit statement filters 

The total balance for the club is now visible at all times within the Filtered views. 

The total of club sessions in the period selected is now displayed when that Filtered view is used. 

 

4. Facility for bulk removal of club members 
If you arrive at a situation where you need to remove a large number of members from your club 
(perhaps you imported them with the wrong membership type or something or the upload is out of 
date and you want to start again) we now have a tool available that can do this.  There is not a user 
screen to do it; My ABF support staff will run a procedure for you which requires a source csv file 
containing the details.  Contact My ABF support if you need assistance in this regard. 

 

5. Facility for bulk import of bridge credits to players’ My ABF 
accounts 

If you are wishing to migrate from an existing club prepayment system and allow your members to pay 
for your club sessions or club events using bridge credits instead, we now have a tool available to assist 
with transferring balances.  This will allow you to add balance to players’ My ABF accounts (and deduct 
it from the club account).  There is not a user screen to do it; My ABF support staff will run a procedure 
for you which requires a source csv file containing the details.  Contact My ABF support if you need 
assistance in this regard.   

 

 


